Dar ul Sukun
Consolidated Quarterly Event Report
April 2021- June 2021
Note: The main activities and events are reported in this document.
Comprehensive report of any branch can be furnished on request.
April 2021
Autism Awareness Day:
Autism Spectrum disorder is a
disorder which encompasses a
complex developmental conditions.
It has a spectrum in which different
problem i.e. persistent challenges in
social interaction, speech and
nonverbal communication, and
restricted/repetitive behaviors etc. are included. The theme for this year was 'Inclusion in the
Workplace: Challenges and Opportunities in a Post-Pandemic World'. We conducted an
awareness session for the youth to educate them about the disorder and how it affects the
life of people suffering from it. We also incorporated the year agenda which is inclusion in
workplace. As, post pandemic and new rise of Covid-19 can create overwhelming situation. It
is no unknown fact that people
with Autism tends to feel
extremely anxious in the state of
disruption. After the awareness
session, Audience was engaged
with the students in different
activities under the supervision of
Physical therapy staff.
Picnic – Super Space:
Every month we plan a grand outdoor activity, for all the
previous activities we have been to the places where nature is
involved and they learn something useful. We were focusing on
the education only. This time we collaborated with Super Space
Pavilion end club to involve Person with disability into the
technologically advance game which are fun to learn.
Experiencing the sense of thrill and adventure can really boost up the
confidence, self-esteem and team building.
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We consider this adventurous event a success as it brought smile and joy to our precious
residents.

Health Camp: world Health Day 7th April 2021
On the occasion of Worlds heath day, a health camp
was organized for the employees of Dar ul Sukun
including Physical THERPY Services and Mental health
checkup. Health is the grater gift of Almighty hence;
we
promoted
the
concept of
self-heath
care. This year theme was “Building a fairer,
healthier world for everyone.” As this phrase
sounds like a Delusion we can bring people
together on a platform and make them their own
health workers by educating them easy and achievable health tips.
In the camp, Doctors of physical therapy and mental health professionals has provided
the services to the Care giving staff. They also taught them few tips to maintain better health.
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The Citizens Library:
The citizen’s library is an initiative towards the better
education of our students. The City school has
collaborated with Dar ul Sukun to complete this library
set up on three processes. We have stated with two
shelves and more than 500 fictional and non-fictional
books. In future we are planning to bring digital library
into
the
Rehabilitation
department with
the collaboration of City school.
Inauguration ceremony included Dignitaries from
the City school and our Upper management including Ms. Ana Danial. They handed over the
keys, book manuals and souvenirs to the Rehabilitation department and has brought goodie
bag for the students. The City School Students also performed on stage.

Youth Sensitization session:

DUS as an organization
is very much dedicated towards the advocacy of Person with Deniability and their right in the
society. A Youth sensitization lecture on the Disability and rights of PWD was conducted. We
put emphasis to call leader to the audience in the field of Disability and educate them to take
small steps to bring about bring change.
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Capacity Building Session on Self Esteem for Rehabilitation staff:
We conducted a session on self-esteem and how can a person achieve a sense of better selfworth and self-evaluation. It was conducted within the Rehabilitation department. Selfesteem Rosenberg scale was used to assess the self-esteem of the individuals and they were
taught few tips on self-improvements.

Capacity Building Session on Daily Stretches and stress management for Rehabilitation
Staff:
Professionals working with Person with disability themselves encounter great lot of Physical
and mental stress. It can hinder the process of treatment of the client if it stays on long term
periods. A session dedicated to daily stress management and muscle health was conducted
by the physical therapy team. Along with a lecture few stretching exercises was conducted.

May 2021
Mother’s Day Celebrations:
Mother’s day was celebrated in two phases; one was dedicated to the celebration and
gratitude towards the ladies who fulfills the ‘need of belongingness’ of our children. The other
phase however was to develop the sense of pride, security and love among the children
through tag team games and eating competitions.
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Visit of Team Karsaz Special School Karachi:
Dignitaries and the officials from the Karsaz special school visited Dar ul Sukun including
Begum Rear Admiral Abid Hameed, Begum Cadre. Masood Alam and Begum Capt. Atif Gul.
They visited the services and facilities and also presented the Token of Appreciation for the
wonderful services.

Z group of company visit & Gift Distribution:
Z group of companies who believes in "Forward-thinking" came
to visit Dar ul Sukun the center of peace and love. Their visit was
meaningful as they distributed gifts to the children and spent
some
quality
time.
They committed to incorporate
their forward-thinking into the
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future of disability sector. They also accepted the idea of digital inclusion into the
Rehabilitation of PWDs.
Z group of companies:
Z group of companies has joined hands with the Dar ul Sukun to bring digital change in the
disability sector, MOU was signed and also there were commitments to help our organization
on large scale.

UAE Consulate visited Dar ul Sukun:
Good will for the visit was to distribute the Eid clothes to the residents of Dar ul Sukun.

Appreciation of Mr. Syed Yahiya Hosseini:
Mr. Yahiya Hosseini who is a famous Anchor, Journalist and
Sports Analyst on Geo Network appreciated the efforts and
services of Dar ul Sukun on the Social media platform Twitter.
He has expressed his overwhelmed emotions regarding the
visit.

Syed Foundation:
Syed foundation visited Dar ul Sukun and spent meaningful, interactive time with the
members of organizations. They had also distributed the lunch to the residents.
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Iftar with JS Bank limited.
JS bank organized an iftar party for the residents of Dar ul Sukun, they distributed gifts and
had spent time with children. They talked about the future and long term collaborations
among the organizations.

AGS Atlas battery company.
They organized a fun based activity for the residents; theme of
the event was Bachpan ka spark. In the event, they showed
tricks, magic show and games. It was a meaningful and
entertaining event for the children as they learned fun tricks and
enjoyed the activity.
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Chand Rat Celebrations:
Preparations for Eid i.e. Henna, nail art, bangles etc. are considered essential for the Eid
celebrations. It is tradition and Pakistani culture who support the team building and festivities
that comes along with Eid, hence we prepared a day proper for the Eid.

Eid ul fitar Celebration:
Eid is occasion of spreading love and appreciation the existence of beloved individuals in our
lives. When people celebrate Eid they essentially remember people who need love and
affection. People came and visited Dar ul Sukun and shared happy memories with them.

Eid ul fitar Day 1:
A day well spent by the children of Dar ul Sukun, there were multiple visits, gift distributions
and joyful moments involved through the day. Down below are the highlights of the events.
News channels covered the entire event and spared positive words related top organization.
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Eidi Distributions:
Qarz e hassana has distributed eidi amongst the residents. Eidi is a tradition that is followed
by the elders; they provide their blessings in form of gifts, money and food. It is given to the
younger one who fast entire month to make them realize the importance of wealth and
blessings that’s earned through hard work. It served as the positive reinforcement for the
character building.

\

Federal Minister Visited Dar ul Sukun:
On the occasion of Eid, Federal Minister for Maritime Affairs Mr. Ali Zaidi along with the
chairman Port Qasim visited children of Dar ul Sukun, distributed gifts and made meaningful
commitments.
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June 2021
Father’s Day Celebrations:
Father’s day was celebrated at the Main branch of Dar ul Sukun. Residents from the Senior
citizen branch joined the event to bless our children. They tried to fulfill the need of
belongings of our children. Tag teamed activities were conducted to form a connection
among both age groups. Cake cutting and card distribution was also part of the activity.

World Music Day:
Music therapy is effective in dealing with emotional regulations and mood issues. We also use
music as a mean of communication amongst creations. It has no barriers and effects the
emotions and feelings of listeners. A Program was conducted with the help of Youth with a
mission YWM team. They came with their band and people to bring joy to the faces of our
beloved residents. Event was full of Fun and activities.

Disability Etiquettes Awareness Post:
An awareness post for the social media account was made with the help of Volunteers of the
Rehabilitation department. We created Illustrations that represents the Do’s and Don’ts of
the handling and dealing of person with Disability. Many people unknowingly violated the
right and personal space of PWD hence the post was made to sanctities the Youth.
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Appropriator positioning and feeding method - Workshop by Physical therapist:
Appropriate Feeding method is highly essential for the children especially those who are in
process of development. A training workshop was conducted by the help of Physical therapist
team for the caregivers. We provide trainings and motivational Lecture to the caregivers to
put emphasis on the sensitivity of the topic.
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International Day of torcher victim survivor:
A session was arranged to show solidarity towards the
victims of torcher survivor around the globe especially
in Pakistan. A joint discussion on the prevention and
parameter of the torcher was discussed.

Self-Grooming Event by Rose beauty Parlor:
Dar ul Sukun believes in the dignified life and services for the PWDs. We are highly invested
into the future and present of our residents hence we collaborate with different organization
to fulfill our goal. This month Rose beauty parlor helped us to groom our resorts. They
provided hair cutting, grooming and entertaining activities.
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World Yoga Day:
Rehabilitation department
conducted an activity to
celebrate world yoga day.
Yoga is highly effective in
the maintained of health.
Residents performed Yoga
along with the instructor on
regular basis however this day, they all gathered together in a
group and performed yoga.

Outdoor Recreational Activities:
Every Saturday, residents go to the KMC to enjoy the recreational activities. It effects their
mood and health a lot. Outdoor activities help rehabilitations process a lot. It worked as the
catalyst in the rehabilitation process.

Quarterly Activities at Dar ul Sukun Rehabilitation Department
April 2021
Autism Awareness Day:
On the occasion of Autism
Awareness Day Rehabilitation

department had arranged an
educational activities. I was
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Autism-friendly event and
aiming
to
increase

understanding and acceptance of people with autism, foster worldwide support and inspire a
kinder, more inclusive world. Students along with their teachers express their view on Autism
with their Art and painting skills. They created their best arts and express the love and
gratitude towards the people dealing with Autism.
World Health day: Role plays activity
To teach students the
importance of health and
self-care, a role play activity
was arranged in the
rehabilitation department.
Students
converted
classrooms
into
the
Hospitals and they all play
the roles of Doctor,
nurses, patients and
care givers etc. they
learned the concept
of hospital care and
health care.

Teaching values via tablo performance:
We have series of events every
month which aim to teach
students some core values. This
month the value and character
development element was
“Respect”. Students were
taught the concept of respect
especially towards the elders. They prepared a skit along with poems. This event success can
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be dictated through the acting talent of the Dar ul Sukun students. Aiman, Mani, Abiha and
Chris has a great potential for acting and they displayed it on a stage.
Earth Day:
This year theme of Earth Day was
restoring our earth. There were different
activities planned worldwide for the
event but as a rehabilitation unit we
focus on the environment literacy and
education about earth. We also covered
the
Ares of Pandemic and how it
might help to restore the within a
batter
way.
Activities
involved were, Model making of
easy, Water bubble activity,
colors
of
earth
science
experiment,
painting,
planting etc.

Water Melon day:
In the hot blazing summer day,
nothing is more refreshing than the
watermelon. This African rooted fruit
has more than 10000 varieties. We
celebrated a watermelon activity day
to educate about the importance of
watermelon, hydration and fun
activities which involved, watermelon
cool experiment, water melon eating race, watermelon juice and raw watermelon.
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May 2021

Labor Day:
As labors are the symbol of hard work and dignity, we wanted to educate our students how
hard work is important and it affects the life. They transformed themselves into different
roles through the day and performed different professions. As they enjoyed the activity,
they learned to respect the professions and appreciate their own living style.

Wild life Activity: Natural Habitat of favorite animals
An activity was conducted to prepare a model of the natural habitat of the wild life animals;
residents along with the educators made a model of wildlife with simple cutting and pasting
skills. Main purpose was animal recognition.

Sensory light: shadow art tracing
Sensory activities along with fine motor skills are tapped through the shadow activity. An LED
light was placed into the box; on the top of the box we placed the sand, asked students to
draw lines and circles.
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Stone /Pebbles painting:
Stone paintings are a good source for grounding and relaxation; it releases the emotional
residual when patients do cathartic talk while painting. As the theme was anger
management, we wanted to teach students the grounding effects.

Cutting and pasting skills development:
Umbrella Art: aim of the activity was to polish the cutting and pasting skills of the students,
as were previously invested into other academic and behavioral activities we neglected the
skills somehow. We have added vocational training into our rehabilitation program.
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Building Concept of sharing and team building among children:
An entire week was invested into the activities that are essential for developing bond amongst
the children. Sharing and patience these two values were the targeted. The aim was not
achieved fully however children has accepted the concept of “accepting other child” when
they are playing.

Sum is greater than its parts Activity: concept of whole
We designed an activity, in
which we pieced down the
body part of a Robot, and then
gradually with the help of all
students pasted all pieces
together. The final result came
in form of a Robert. The core
of the activity was to teach
students about the concept of
“whole” we will be adding few
more activities into the series.
Socks Matching: color recognition and concept of “similarity vs. difference”
It was our
aim
to
develop
concept of
similarity vs.
different. We
painted
socks
into
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different colors and asked children to match the same.

Mind games: Building block
It’s a norm in kindergarten to
do block building. We are
adding more mind games and
magnetic puzzles to work
with younger children. It will
eventually
boost
their
cognitive and problem solving
abilities.

Color Recognition Activity
A container full of different
balls was settled, on
instruction given by teacher
children were taking out
colors. It was an effective
activity as they learned with
fun.

Letter Hunting
Just like previous activity we fished for letter in the water, letters were thrown into the
water and students were asked to pick up letters.
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June 2021
Father’s Day Celebrations: To celebrate Father’s day rehabilitation department along with the
Senior Citizen Centre Dar ul Sukun planned a
thoughtful activity where the senior citizens of
Centre for the Older People came to the Head
Office
beautiful
intergenerational
communication and
bonding
was
witnessed. Children
of Dar ul Sukun paid tribute the Fathers/Older People of Dar ul
Sukun.

Earth Day 2021
The theme for Earth Day 2021 is “Together, We Can Restore Our
Earth.” It is a theme that encourages all of us to celebrate Earth
Day with our children. While being on lockdown, children can
still use the garden to plant trees and be involved.

Sports Day
The goal of this activity was to improve the physical fitness of the residents. Rehabilitation
staff took all the kids in the kick park then started the activity with Zumba dance after that
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we doing wheelchair race, throwing ball, sand activity, count and ran etc.

Quarterly Activities at Dar ul Sukun Quetta Chapter
April 2021
I-Learn Tuition Centre Essa Nagri Town
World Health Day
World Health Day
focuses on “Universal
health
coverage:
everyone,
everywhere”
ensuring
that
everyone, everywhere can access essential quality
health services without facing financial hardship. The
World Health Day is celebrated across the world every year on 7th of April under the
leadership of World Health Organization to draw the mass people attention towards the
importance of global health.
On 7th Aril “World Health Day”
to mark the WHO’s 70th
special presentations by I-Learn
this day with varieties of
involving students. An Art
conducted for school’s students
Students presented information
importance of exercise was highlighted through a presentation.
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was celebrated in I-Learn
anniversary,
through
student. We celebrated
participatory
activities
Competition
was
in three different groups.
about health care and the

Easter Feast - 6th April
Easter carries a great significance in our lives.
This day is celebrated with great zeal throughout
the world. On 6th of April Easter Feast was
celebrated in a unique way at I-Learn tuition
center Essa Nagri. Coming out from the casual
way of celebrating it by cutting the cake and
cheering together. Kids had so much fun playing
and different games including eggs painting and
making posters.
WE (Stitching and Embroidery Center)
Women empowerment Workshop
On 17th April Ms. Iram conducted a workshop on Women’s
Empowerment, the program facilitated the exploration of
participant’s passion and purpose in life and discovering
the gift that they can
contribute for the
greater good. A
workshop focused on
Achieving
2030
Sustainable Development Goals through Youth
Collaboration, Leadership, and Innovation with focus on
Gender Equality was also part of the Girls Empowerment
workshop.
The purpose of this workshop was to encourage women to
embrace their sense of self-worth and empowerment. Every
female participated & worked together to engage in positive
affirmation through various exercise and goal sharing.
Activities such as self-reflection and sharing their day to day
activities with others to find where need to change and add
things for a better life. The girls had a fun time while these
activities and were very excited about it.
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Earth day
On 22nd April, as a part of World Earth Day celebrations, a
session was conducted in WE Centre Bashir Abad to create
awareness about the necessity of conserving the beauty of
mother earth. Earth Day was celebrated through
educational and action-oriented activities that were fun.
Ms. Musarat in her address reminded enrolled women of
their responsibility towards Mother Earth and
administered a pledge to
protect and save our fast
depleting natural resources.
Ms. Iram address in the
informative speech that the
production and disposal of
plastic food packaging is
energy-intensive and leads to polluted air, soil, and water resources. And once plastics are in
circulation, they accumulate in oceans, harming marine life, and break down into smaller
micro plastics that make their way into food and beverages. And COVID-19 is likely spurring an
increase in single-use plastics.
Ms. Musarat helped the women to cut and sewing the reusable bags and informed them that
reusable bags are the great need of this time to reduce plastic pollution.
Ms. Iram added the finishing touch by addressing the students emphasizing the importance
of afforestation, planting of trees and the need for everyone to put together their efforts and
get into action.
May 2021
I-Learn Tuition Centre Essa Nagri Town
World Laughter Day
On 3rd of May “World Laughter Day” was celebrated in a
unique way in I-Learn Essa Nagri. Keeping all this in mind
and to instill a habit of laughing amongst our tiny tots ILearn Centre celebrated this day will a lot of zeal. This
was followed by a small humorous skit enactment by
the teachers filling the young kids’ hearts with loads of
joy and laughter.
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Mother’s Day Celebration

On 9th of May, Mothers' Day was
celebrated with great zeal at ILearn Essa Nagri. girls celebrated
the day by expressing their feelings
towards
their
mothers
by
performing and involving in various
activities. Students recited the poems for their mother. They
enacted a drama on the stage titled as 'Mother's Day' which vividly represents the
contribution of a mother for her children.
WE (Stitching and Embroidery Center)
Personality Development Training Session
The personality development training was conducted with an
aim to improve girls’/women personality traits and skills such
as effective speaking, good dressing sense, communication
skills and taking of interviews and group discussions.
The

training
enhanced
leadership and interpersonal skills of the students
and made the girls/women more eloquent and
refined. Girls shared and said that this platform
provided by the Dar-ul-Sukun enhanced their
leadership and interpersonal skills and make them
more eloquent and refined. The girls participated
with full enthusiasm which made this activity a fun-filled experience.
Certificate Distribution Ceremony
Certificate Distribution ceremony was organized on 30th May 2021 for the trainees of WE
(Stitching and Embroidery Centre).
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June 2021
I-Learn Tuition Centre Essa Nagri Town
World Milk Day
In 2001, World Milk Day was
established by the Food and
Agriculture Organization of the
United Nations to recognize the
importance of milk as a global
food, and to celebrate the dairy
sector. Each year since, the benefits of milk and dairy products
have been actively promoted around the world, including how dairy supports the livelihoods
of one billion people. On 1st June our energetic and cute tiny tots celebrated World Milk Day
in I-Learn with full zeal. The main objective of this day is to focus on activities that are
connected to the dairy sector. The other objective was to spread the importance of milk and
dairy products in the diet regularly.
Reading and storytelling activity
Reading and storytelling
with kids promotes brain
development
and
imagination,
develops
language and emotions, and
strengthens relationships.
curiosity. They are the strongest
experience amongst people.
influence what we think and
conducted
reading
and
followed different learning
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Stories evoke interest and
tool to transfer knowledge and
The stories we tell and listen to
believe. On 24th June Ms. Iram
storytelling activity. The day
activities such as: Storytelling

Prompts Jar, DIY Paper Finger Puppets, Image Prompt Games, and Once Upon a Time Card
Game. It was a full filled learning day for all the kids and they also enjoyed a lot while playing
learning games about storytelling and reading.
WE (Stitching and Embroidery Center)
World Environment Day
WE Centre Bashir Abad celebrated World Environment Day
on 5th June with an objective to encourage general
awareness and action for the environment, wherein various
activities were designed for students to perform from their
homes thus keeping them aware of the environment issues.

Handmade Paper Flowers & Door Hangings
On 14th June “Paper Flowers Door Hanging” activity was
conducted in WE Centre Bashir Abad. Art and craft activities
gives everyone sense of achievement. Art allows everyone to
develop their creativity which is important throughout their
lives.

Quarterly Activities in Dar ul Sukun Centre for the Older People
April 2021
RECREATIONAL ACTIVITIES
EXCURTION TRIP
Dar ul Sukun believes that an excursion allows you to
benefit from every angle of the location that you are
going to and allowing you to have a wonderful and
memorable time with each other. Hence On 6th of April
2021
Miss.
Neelum,
along
with
her
recreational
department team took our residents to Park. Such
trips are always exciting for our residents as they
explore different cultural factors and they get some
adventure. Such trips are important for every age, as
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they boost up confidence heightened social skills. Our residents enjoyed by playing different
games and spending time together with nature.
ARTISTRY
On 30th April 2021 recreational department
team organizes an activity including
embroidering flowers of different colors.
Making stuff and playing with colors always
reduces depression, anxiety and mental
distress. Creativity always helps u to
transform your despair and powerlessness
into something beautiful and something to
cherish. Creation is always about listening to
yourself, hearing a part of yourself we
always tending to suppress and transforms
it into something external that others enjoy. Different psychological studies confirmed that
being part of some creativity always increase positive emotions and improve immune system
functioning. Our residents actively participate in activity and enjoy making something
beautiful.

REHABILITATION THERAPIES
PSYCHOTHERAPY
On 17th of April 2021 Miss. Neelum, recreational therapist Dar ul Sukun conducted a therapeutic
session for our elders on stress relief. She explained that stress is defined as bodily response
to the demands of life. It can be categorized as physical, emotional or mental stress.
Symptoms of stress are most often seen in elderly like:
Physiological






Insomnia
Loss of appetite
Palpitations
Frequent urination
Muscle pain, fatigue

Emotional

 Frustration
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Forgetfulness
Restlessness
Anxiety
Poor concentration
Depression

Stress in senior citizens can be caused by







Change of financial status
Death of relatives or friends
Deterioration of physical abilities
Chronic illness
Worry of being dependent
Fear of isolation

She explained some therapeutic techniques for our elders
to cope with stressful situations in life like
 Transform and crumple:
This technique is used for chronic stress. In this technique
she asked our elders to write their emotions and feelings in words and crumple the paper to
transform inner thoughts into words and let them go.
 Toe standing:
In this technique she asked our residents to stand on toes for few seconds while deep
breathing. Repeat the cycle for few times. This technique is beneficial in acute stress
situations.

MENTAL HEALTH CARE SESSION
On 29th of April 2021 Miss. Sania, recreational
therapist Dar ul Sukun, gave session on
importance and care of mental health. She
explained for healthy body one needs healthy
mind also. She refers mental health as how
people think, feel and act as they face life’s
situations. She further elaborates mental health
affects how we handle stress, relate to one
another and make decisions. And mental health
influences the way individuals look at
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themselves, their lives and others in their lives. She emphasizes that like physical health,
mental health is important at every stage of life and mental health disorders that interfere
with the way they think, feel and act. When untreated, mental health disorders can lead to
different failures of life like family conflicts, drug abuse, violence and even suicide. She
proposed that untreated mental health disorders are often very costly to families,
communities and the health care system. She tries in acquainting our residents to some
helpful techniques to take care of their mental health.

CAPACITY BUILDING SESSIONS
STRESS MANAGEMENT IN CARETAKERS
Caregiving can be rewarding, but it can also be
challenging. Different health problems including stress
from caregiving is common. These health problems
may include depression or anxiety. There are ways to
manage caregiver stress. On 9th of April Dr. Iqra Iqbal,
Physical Therapist Dar ul Sukun conducted therapeutic
session for caretakers of Dar ul Sukun on how to cope
with stress and anxiety related to caregiving. She explained that stress is not always negative
and bad for one’s health. Stress could be termed as eustress called positive stress, which has
following characteristics:






Motivates, focuses energy.
Is short-term.
Is perceived as within our coping abilities.
Feels exciting.
Improves performance.

Stress could also be negative known as distress called negative stress which is harmful for
one’s mental health as well as physical health. Its characteristics are:







Causes anxiety or concern.
Can be short- or long-term.
Is perceived as outside of our coping abilities.
Feels unpleasant.
Decreases performance.
Can lead to mental and physical problems.
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She then taught few techniques to our residents to avoid negative stress or distress. These
techniques include:
 Yoga and meditation
 Distraction activities
 Self-soothing hobbies

MANAGEMENT OF BURNOUT FOR CAREGIVERS
Burnout is most common in caretakers who are
constantly taking care of ill and elderly. On 10th of
April our psychologist volunteer from Bahria
university gave session on burnout symptoms and
management in caretakers. she explained that
caregiver burnout is a state of physical, emotional
and mental exhaustion. It may be accompanied by
a change in attitude, from positive and caring to
negative and unconcerned. Burnout can occur when caregivers don't get the help they need,
or if they try to do more than they are able physically. She states the fact that burnout in
caretakers is not stigma, rather it’s a proven fact that caretakers experience symptoms of
chronic workplace stress like anxiety, stress and depression. But many caregivers also feel
guilty if they spend time on themselves rather than on their ill or elderly loved ones. Caregivers
often are so busy caring for others that they tend to neglect their own emotional, physical
and spiritual health. The demands on a caregiver's body, mind and emotions can easily seem
overwhelming, leading to fatigue, hopelessness and ultimately burnout. They could also
experience:










Withdrawal from friends, family and other loved ones.
Loss of interest in activities previously enjoyed.
Feeling blue, irritable, hopeless and helpless.
Changes in appetite, weight or both.
Changes in sleep patterns.
Getting sick more often.
Feelings of wanting to hurt yourself or the person for whom you are caring.
Emotional and physical exhaustion.
Irritability.

She explained different methods to cope with burnout syndrome. And tries to highlight the
importance of addressing this syndrome in order to stay healthy, so that we can perform our
caretaking duties efficiently.
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AGEING RIGHTS WORKING GROUP SESSIONS
GENERATION GAP
On 28th of April 2021 Dr. Iqra Sattar,
Physical Therapist Dar ul Sukun gave
session on vast generation gap we
experienced and how to annihilate that
gap. She explained that two
generations in every era faces
generation gap and its consequences.
But in today’s era generation gap we
are facing nowadays is very vast as
compared to previous generations,
due to technology. She refers the
generation who adopt technology as generation X and the generation who are born in
advance technology era as generation Z. she explained the philosophical and lifestyle
difference between generation X and Z. she said that different researches proposed that
every generation experiences leap of 5-10 years, but today these generations face leap of 2530 years. According to her every generation gap has positive and negative effects. She
explained the different reasons of this gap between two generations and how can we resolve
the negative consequences of this difference and make us realize the positive effects of this
gap.

TOGETHER WITH THE WORLD
WORLD HEALTH DAY
World health day is observed on 7th April of every year in whole world. Different medical and
non-medical professionals come together every year to make the world realize the
importance of mental and physical health in every individual. Every year this day has been
celebrated under a specific theme. This year theme of world health day was “building a fairer
and healthier world”. This theme was selected according to current situation our world is
facing due to Covid-19. Dr. Areeba, Physical Therapist Dar ul Sukun and Miss. Jessica
conducted a seminar on this day for our residents and caretakers. They explained that during
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these covid times what precautions we have to take as care taker of elderly, elders and as
common citizen. They illustrate the different lifestyle habits in order to gain healthy ageing.

BENEFITS OF BALANCED DIET
On 7th of April 2021 miss. Neelum, recreational Therapist Dar ul Sukun arranged a session for
our residents to make them remember the benefits of healthy and balanced diet. She
explained that balanced diet means taking appropriate amount of proteins, vitamins acquired
from different fruits and vegetables and carbohydrates in everyday meals.

EARTH DAY ACTIVITY WITH THE SENIOR CITIZENS
Earth day observed on 22nd of April of every year. Our
residents also celebrated this day by planting trees and
plants under the theme of “restore our earth”, given by
WHO this year. This year this day is celebrated to remind
us all that our earth also need our love and care towards
its natural resources. Our residents also showed their
alliance with world by celebrating this day with full zeal.
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IMMUNIZATION WEEK
World Immunization Week – celebrated every year in the last week of April – aims to promote
the use of vaccines to protect people of all ages against disease. Immunization saves millions
of lives every year and is widely recognized as one of the world’s most successful health
interventions. Dar ul Sukun, senior citizens also celebrated this week with residents to
emphasize in importance of immunity.
VACCINES BRING US CLOSER
Dr. Maria gave session on importance of immunization vaccines on start of week to emphasize
on significance of immunization vaccines used in covid-19 and other diseases. She further
elaborates that World Immunization Week 2021 will urge greater engagement around
immunization globally to promote the importance of vaccination in bringing people together,
and improving the health and wellbeing of everyone, everywhere throughout life.
As part of the 2021 campaign, WHO, partners and individuals we have to unite to:
 Increase trust and confidence in vaccines to maintain or increase vaccine acceptance
 Increase investment in vaccines, including routine immunization, to remove barriers to
access
She said that while the world focuses on critically important new vaccines to protect against
COVID-19, there remains a need to ensure routine vaccinations are not missed. Many children
have not been vaccinated during the global pandemic, leaving them at risk of serious diseases
like measles and polio. Rapidly circulating misinformation around the topic of vaccination
adds to this threat so we should be more careful about our believes when it comes to our
health and we should aim to build solidarity and trust in vaccination as a public good that saves
lives and protects health.

EXERCISE COMPONENT OF BODY IMMUNITY
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On second day of immunization week, Dr. Sahar, Physical Therapist, Darul Sukun conducted
an informative session for our elders to tell them about importance of exercises in immunity
of an individual. She explained that being physically active and regular exercise is significant
in building body’s natural immunity against different disease-causing bacteria and viruses. She
involves our senior citizens in different exercises.

FEUL FOR BODY IMMUNITY
On third Dr. Iqra Sattar, Physical Therapist, Dar ul Sukun arranges an informative session on
importance of dry fruits in building body’s natural immunity. She explained that dry fruits are
rich in essential oils and antioxidants which helps body to fight against foreign disease-causing
bacteria and viruses. We should add dry fruits like dry dates, almonds, coconut and walnuts in
our daily diet.
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NUTRITION AIDING BODY IMMUNITY
On fourth day rehabilitative team of Dar ul Sukun arranges fun activities involving different
fruits and vegetables for our residents to help them understand that nature has blessed us
with different fruits and vegetables as preventive medicines for our body against different
diseases. Citrus fruits are rich in Vitamin-C which helps us in building string immune system of
body. Fruits like banana and apple are rich in iron and different antioxidants which helps
against toxic substances in our body which are harmful for our physical health. Green leafy
vegetables have different phytochemicals which fights against different diseases in our body.

VISITS AND COURTSIES
LAWYER’S DELEGATION
Delegation of young lawyers of Pakistan visited Dar ul Sukun, Senior Citizens on 13th April 2021
and spend quality time with our elders and distributed different things among our senior
citizens.
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IFTAR SERVED
 On 20th April 2021 “one more effort foundation”’ payed their gratitude to our senior
citizens by serving iftar and dinner to our elders.

 On 26th April 2021 our gracious volunteer Ms. Fatima served iftar and dinner to our
residents.

May 2021
RECREATIONAL ACTIVITIES
ARTISTRY
On 23rd may 2021 recreational department have arranged an arts and crafts activity including
sewing and embroidery. More and more studies have proven how sewing and embroidery
can benefit one’s health. Sewing and embroidery are traditional art forms that not only
beneficial aesthetically, but even emotionally and physiologically. From creating the design up
to finishing the embellishments, embroidery requires discipline and creativity. In our
residents, this activity proves to be more creative through the continuous exposure and focus
on patterns, colors, and stitches. Like any other art form, creativity is a raw gem that needs
continuous training and development — and embroidery and sewing has helped greatly with
that. Embroidery has shown many other health effects like:
Improves Brain Function
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 Particularly in seniors, this activity helps to keep their brains agile. Being able to
maneuver the thread and needle precisely and creating and following a certain pattern
or design definitely helps brain function and even bring positive benefits to those with
mental problems, especially with dementia.
 keeps your fine motor skills sharp and your mind focused.
Relieves Stress
To avoid bottling in all the accumulated stress, sometimes we just need to tune out all the
noise and enjoy the simpler things in life, and this can be achieved through the relaxing and
therapeutic benefits of embroidery and sewing.
Builds patience
 Hand embroidery inculcates patience in many of us over time.
 Taking the time to decide the materials, stitches, and patterns for your project and
stitching it to the finish requires a certain amount of perseverance.
 It trains our brains to be disciplined
Boosts confidence
 the more you make something beautiful, the more you know what you are capable of.
 Enhances creativity
 encourages us to solve life problems creatively.
Express yourself
Like any other art form, hand embroidery reflects your thoughts, feelings, and ideas. Stitch up
what you feel and hang it where you want people to know.
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HEALTHY AGEING
BEAT THE HEAT
Extreme heat can certainly take its toll on
anyone however senior citizens have a higher
risk of being seriously affected by the heat.
Heat stress can cause dizziness, rashes,
dehydration, exhaustion and can worsen any
existing health conditions.

The best way of staying well in the hot weather is
to plan ahead so you know what to do when hot
weather strikes. Dar ul Sukun always stay cautious
for their elders and take necessary precautions to
minimize the effect of extremely warm weather.

On 3rd may Miss. Neelum, recreational therapist
of Dar ul Sukun senior citizens along with her
team organizes an activity to make our residents realize the importance of staying hydrated
and keep clear of direct heat.

SALAD MAKING
Dar ul Sukun, Centre for Older people arranged an activity to make their elders remember the
many health benefits of eating salads as they contain raw vegetables and fruits that contain
healthful vitamins, minerals, and dietary fiber. Raw vegetables like carrots, cabbage,
cucumber, salad-leaves, capsicum, tomatoes, potatoes and different peas are:
 High in fiber, vitamin C, potassium
 Rich in vast range of antioxidants
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 Beneficial for better skin
 Helpful in improved digestion
 a source of reduced risk of cardiovascular disease

GARDENING
All over the world it has been proven since a log time that gardening in addition to providing
nutritious veggies and fruits for your dinner table and beautiful flowers to decorate it, offers
a variety of health benefits like:






Exposure to vitamin D
Decreased dementia risk
Mood-boosting benefits
Enjoyable aerobic exercise
Helps combat loneliness

To emphasize on above mentioned facts we occasionally arranges an activity of gardening in
different ways.

LIFE MOTIVATION SESSION
Motivation is what drives us to make the
things happen and live smoothly but
staying motivated isn’t always easy for us
especially in challenging situations like
pandemic nowadays we are facing.
Realizing that it’s like a continuous cycle
where we are motivated for a period of
time, fall out and then have to build things
back up again Miss. Shehneela,
recreational therapist of Dar ul Sukun gave
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a session focusing on self-motivation. There is nothing more powerful for self-motivation than
the right attitude. She explained that you can’t choose or control your circumstance, but you
can choose your attitude towards your circumstances. She enlists few steps which help us to
stay motivated for life like:








Start Simple
Keep Learning
See the Good in Bad
Stop Thinking
Know Yourself
Track Your Progress
Help Others

PSYCHOTHERAPY
Our counselors always try hard to help our
elders with the mental health issues. They
always try to target the main reasons
causing behavioral and psychological issues
in our elders. On 5th may 2021 Dr. Sahar offer
them help like:
 Have a safe and private place to talk
about sensitive personal issues
 Better understand symptoms and diagnosis
 Reduce and manage negative or destructive thoughts, feelings and behaviors
 Understand and process effects of traumatic events
 Stop using drugs, tobacco and alcohol
 Reduce impulses and actions of self-harm or aggression
 Improve sleep, nutrition and physical activity patterns
 Establish new healthy behaviors and habits
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CAPACITY BUILDING
On 25th May 2021 Miss. Neelum, recreational therapist
of Dar ul Sukun gave session on importance of Oral
Hygiene. She described that poor dental hygiene can
lead to problems that are much bigger than an
unpleasant smile like tooth decay and gum disease
which can affect other parts of your body and
effecting your heart and digestive system. She
demonstrates few steps we should take for maintain
good oral hygiene.

MENTAL HEALTH IN CARETAKERS
Psychological health is also very important in those
are taking care of others. As human beings its very
common for us to face burnout symptoms. Dar ul
Sukun also tries to help our caretakers to face these
challenges in better and sound ways. On 19th may Dr.
Iqra Sattar, Physical Therapist Dar ul Sukun gave an
informative and salutary session to care takers of Dar
ul Sukun on significance of sense of gratitude toward
life. According to her gratitude helps us to see things
as blessings of life and gratitude turns what we have
into more than enough. She explained that we should always stay grateful for things we have
in our life.
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AWARENESS SESSIONS
COVID AWARENESS
On 28th may 2021 Miss. Neelum,
recreational therapist Dar ul Sukun gave a
session to help us remember to take
precautionary steps against COVID-19
virus. She explained that we are still
battling with the disease; hence we should
not be ignorant in while taking
precautions to avoid this fatal condition.

SELF-MEDICATION
On 24th may 2021 our resident Dr. Shabana gave an informative session on self-medication.

She briefly explained that self-medication is defined
as the selection and use of medicines by individuals or
a member of the individuals' family to treat selfrecognized or self-diagnosed conditions or
symptoms. She described that although there are
several benefits that have been linked to appropriate
self-medication like





increased access to medication and relief for the patient
the active role of the patient in his or her own health care
better use of physicians and pharmacist’s skills
reduced or at least optimized burden of governments due to health expenditure linked
to the treatment of minor health conditions

However, self-medication is far from being a completely safe practice, in the case of nonresponsible self-medication potential risks of self-medication practices include





incorrect self-diagnosis delays in seeking medical advice when needed
infrequent but severe adverse reactions
dangerous drug interactions
incorrect manner of administration, incorrect dosage, incorrect choice of therapy,
masking of a severe disease and risk of dependence and abuse.
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AGEING RIGHTS WORKING GROUP SESSIONS
ENCOURAGEMENT AND APPRECIATON
On 24th May 2021 Miss. Sania Saeed, recreational therapist Dar ul Sukun conducted an
advocating session to emphasize that recognition and appreciation is one of basic need in
creating confidant and positive human personality. She told her audience that we should

consider celebrating the
achievements of our elders publicly so that they can feel they are also a crucial part of their
society. In their golden years it’s very important to make them realize we are thankful to their
contributions in our society.

GLOBAL OBSERVANCES
MOTHER’S DAY

9th May 2021 globally observed as mother’s day to pay sincerest tribute to motherhood all
over the world. Dar ul Sukun also celebrates this day for our mothers to pay gratitude for their
endless love and care.
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WORLD NUTRITION DAY
28th may 2021 is observed internationally as world nutrition say to mark the importance of
healthy diet. Dr. Maria, Physical Therapist of Dar ul Sukun conducts an enlightening session on
benefits of different types of food like vegetables, pulses, meat and fruits. She informs her
audience that inclusion of appropriate portion of all types of food is necessary in our daily
nutrition table.

CELEBRATIONS
CHAAND RAAT
Chaand Raat is a time of celebration when families and friends gather at the end of the last
day of Ramadan to spot the new moon, which signals the arrival of the Islamic month of
Shawwal or the day of Eid. When this year moon was sighted, elders and staff of Dar ul Sukun
wish each other Chaand Raat Mubarak and celebrate it by decorating their hands with henna
and enjoy grand dinner humbly served by WORLD WIDE GROUP.
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EID UL FITR
Eid-ul fitar is the day marks the end of Ramadan-ul
Mubarak. All around the world Muslims celebrates this
day as religious event. Dar ul Sukun also celebrates this
day with their elders.

MOTHER’S DAY
Talat Shan Foundation Celebrate Mother's Day at Dar ul Sukun center for the Older People to
pay tribute to motherhood.

June 2021
RECREATIONAL ACTIVITIES:
CORAL REEF AWARENESS DAY:
World Reef Awareness Day on June 1st serves as a call to action for consumers, businesses
and organizations to reflect on the delicate ecosystem of our ocean's coral reefs. The
day brings together the general public, influencers and opinion leaders to create active
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change through education and engagement. Dar ul Sukun residents recognize the significance
of coral reef through a talk session by senior citizen’s recreational therapist Miss. Neelum.

PICNIC DAY WITH SENIOR CITIZENS:
On 5TH JUNE 2021 Dar ul Sukun provided beloved senior citizens with happy memories. They
planned to welcome the summer with a picnic at Sam zoo Water Park. A picnic is an event to
eat outdoors, have a break, enjoy the warm sunshine, and have fun in a free time. Residents
had a fun time engaging with Dar ul Sukun family and fellow residents. They get to spend
quality time with them.
Improves vitamin:
 Particularly in seniors, wholeheartedly recommend spending as much time outdoors
as possible in summer so that they can reap the Vitamin-D and mood boosting rewards
that the summer sunshine will bring.
 Direct exposure to sunlight boosts their vitamin D levels. The sunshine vitamin helps
to regulate insulin levels and aid diabetes management, contributes to a healthy
immune system, bones and teeth, as well as aiding the functioning of the brain and
nervous system.
Relieves Stress:
To avoid bottling in all the accumulated stress, sometimes we just need to tune out all the
noise and enjoy the simpler things in life, and this can be achieved through the relaxing and
therapeutic benefits of water and fresh air.
Swimming:
One of the biggest benefits of swimming is that it truly works your entire body, head to toe.
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Swimming increases your heart rate without stressing your body.
Swimming tones muscles.
Swimming builds strength.
Swimming builds endurance.

WORLD ENVIRONMENT DAY:
World Environment Day focuses in the ecosystem restoration and its theme is “Reimagine.
Recreate. Restore.”
 World Environment Day 2021, which counts with Pakistan as the host country this year
for its official celebrations, calls for urgent action to revive our damaged ecosystems.
Dar ul Sukun’s senior citizens observe that day to encourage worldwide awareness and
action to protect our environment.

The recreational therapists of Dar ul Sukun senior citizens branch organized this activity to
recognize the importance of clean environment.
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WORLD’S OCEAN DAY:
World Oceans Day reminds every one of the major role the oceans have in everyday life. They
are the lungs of our Planet and a major source of food and medicine and a critical part of the
biosphere. The purpose of the Day is to inform the public of the impact of human actions on
the ocean, develop a worldwide movement of citizens for the ocean, and mobilize and unite
the world’s population on a project for the sustainable management of the world's oceans.
Dar ul Sukun arranged a trip to beach with its residents. Residents did cleaning at sea shore
and playing different games with clay.

AWARENESS SESSION:
WORLD BRAIN TUMOR DAY:
World Brain Tumor Day is celebrated on June 8 every year. The day aims to raise awareness
and educate people about the brain tumor. Brian Tumor Day is observed to pay tribute to
brain tumor patients and their families, caregivers, scientists and health professionals. Dr. Iqra
Sattar physical therapist at Dar ul Sukun gave the awareness session to the care giver staff
and rehabilitation department to raise awareness and educate them.
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ALBINISM DAY:
This June 13th marks the 7th International Albinism Awareness Day. "Strength beyond All
Odds" is the theme for this year's International Albinism Awareness Day.
The theme was chosen to:
 Highlight the achievements of people with albinism around the world.
 Show that people with albinism can defy all odds.
 Celebrate how people with albinism worldwide meet and exceed expectations in all
domains of life.
 Encourage everyone during this time of a global pandemic to join the global effort to
#BuildBackBetter
Miss Sania, recreational therapist at Dar ul Sukun senior citizens branch gave an awareness
session at albinism day to the staff and residents of Dar ul Sukun.

WORLD ELDER ABUSE AWARENESS DAY (2021):
Elder abuse can be defined as “a single, or repeated act, or lack of appropriate action,
occurring within any relationship where there is an expectation of trust which causes harm or
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distress to an older person”. It is a global social issue which affects the Health and Human
Rights of millions of older persons around the world, and an issue which deserves the
attention of the international community.
The World Elder Abuse Awareness Day (WEAAD) happens each year on June 15th.
A seminar was conducted on the theme of "Access to justice" at Dar ul Sukun senior citizen
branch. Our presenters Dr. Maria Aleem and Miss. Huma encourage everyone to joint hand
and create a society which safeguards the interest of Elders.

DRUG ABUSE AWARENESS DAY:
Worldwide June 26th is observed as awareness for drug abuse. Pakistan is in among the
highest ranks in drug abuse. Almost 6.7 million people take drugs in Pakistan. Dar ul Sukun
arranged a seminar for its volunteers conducted by Dr. Maria Aleem, physical therapist at
senior citizen’s branch, emphasizes its impact on individual and society. The session also
elaborated the different substances that is commonly abused, signs of substance use
problems and how a society pays the price.
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PSYCOTHERAPY SESSION ON EMOTIONAL CONTROL:
A session is conducted with Dar ul Sukun senior citizens by the recreational therapist of Dar ul
Sukun Miss Neelum the talk session was about what if we do not control our emotions, we
cannot control over our future circumstances.

FRIENDSHIP DAY:
June 8 is celebrated as the National Best Friends Day. On this day, you can express your love
for your biggest support system, your best friend. Dar ul Sukun the center of peace and love
arranged an activity for their senior citizens to express their love and emotions to their fellow
residents. Miss Neelum recreational therapist at Dar ul Sukun with their team organized these
activities.
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PROMOTING HEALTHY AGEING:
WELCOME MANGOES:
Summer is incomplete without mangoes. People belonging to all age groups love eating
mangoes. It is a fruit packed with minerals and vitamins. Mango is rich in vitamin A, C and D.
These vitamins help prevent diseases. Dar ul Sukun always stay cautious to their elders and
give them a bunch of happiness in a face of mangoes. Makes shakes, Juices and cut mangoes
in different shapes and performed different drinking races activities for residents by the
recreational therapist of dar ul Sukun senior citizens branch.

SHARING LOVE & CARE:
Love is celebrated beyond race and color on National Loving Day on June 12. Recreational
therapist of Dar ul Sukun senior citizens branch arranged little activities for elders to make
them felt love with their fellows and staff. A compact talk session given by Dr. Sahar after that
Staff made cards, and gave it to all elders of Dar ul Sukun along with flowers and chocolate.
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MIND RELAXATION SESSION:
Miss Neelum recreational therapist at Dar ul Sukun took a step to relax the working minds of
Dar ul Sukun staff. She did a yoga session, meditation and some childhood activities with
them, so they forgot all their life stresses and behaves like a child.
“The mountains that we are carrying were only supposed to be climbed on, so breathe deep,
relax and move forward”
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A CUP OF TEA WITH THE ELDERLY:
Tea is a very common beverage all over the world these days. It is nourishing as well as
refreshing.
A cup of tea is an excuse to share great thoughts with great minds.” – Cristina Re
Dar ul Sukun recreational therapists at 19th June planned to spent evening with senior citizens
and enjoy hi tea. They made many homemade items by themselves for loving elders and enjoy
little moments with them.

GLOBAL OBSERVANCE:
FATHER’S DAY:
A father's tears and fears are unseen, but his care and protection remains as a pillar of
strength throughout our lives. Father's Day is a celebration honoring fathers and celebrating
fatherhood, paternal bonds, and the influence of fathers in society. The most popular date for
Father's Day is the third Sunday in June. On 20TH June father’s day is celebrated in Dar ul Sukun.
All men were enjoyed a lot at that day. They danced, they expressed their hidden feelings, and
they cut cake, received cards, flower, chocolate, took pictures with probes and much more.
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CAPACITY BUILDING:
REVISING THE BASICS:
On 5th June 2021 Dr. Sahar Farooqui, physical therapist at Dar ul Sukun gave session on basics
of cleaning/bathing techniques and revising the basics of positioning and handling of the
patients. She described that how caretakers should give a bath or clean the residents in a
proper way and how caretakers should be positioned themselves during transferring and
lifting the patients. She demonstrates few steps to caretakers and show them some videos
related to the topic.

PSYCHOTHERAPY:
DESENSITIZATION:
Our counselors always try hard to help our elders with the mental health issues. They always
try to target the main reasons causing behavioral and psychological issues in our elders. On
12th June 2021 Miss. Sania, recreational therapist gave a session on desensitizing. In
Psychology, desensitization is a treatment or process that diminished emotional
responsiveness to a negative aversive or positive stimulus after repeated exposure to it. The
session is conducted with residents and staff to elaborate them what is sensitization.
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MENTAL HEALTH:
OBSESSIVE-COMPULSIVE DISORDER:
Psychological health is very important in those who take care of others. Obsessive-compulsive
disorder (OCD) is a disorder in which people have recurring, unwanted thoughts, ideas or
sensations (obsessions) that make them feel driven to do something repetitively
(compulsions). Dar ul Sukun have some resident patients who have OCD. Caretakers may
become deeply involved in the person's rituals and may have to assume responsibility and
care for many daily activities that the person with OCD is unable to undertake. This can cause
distress and disruption to mental health of all caretakers or fellow residents. Dar ul Sukun also
tries to help our caretakers to face these challenges in better and sound ways. On 28th June
Dr. Sahar Farooqui, Physical Therapist at Dar ul Sukun gave an informative and salutary session
with demonstration to care takers of Dar ul Sukun on the sign and symptoms, treatments and
how to deal with the patients having OCD. According to her gratitude helps us to understand
the disease and its reasons behind.
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AGEING RIGHTS WORKING GROUP SESSIONS:
POWER OF ATTORNEY:
Senior citizens are especially at risk of power of attorney abuse and this issue was highlighted
through a session by Miss. Sania Saeed, recreational therapist Dar ul Sukun on 19th june,2021.
She discussed how and who causes this abuse and shared different cases of power of attorney
abuse. The session also comprises about the damages both mental and financial an elder face.
She describes different measure to prevent it.

Quarterly Activities at Dar ul Sukun Rajab Ali Campus Rashidabad
April 2021
Rehabilitation Session on Activities of Daily Living:

To incorporate the daily hygiene habits in the residents’ the rehab staff conducted a tooth
brushing activity, where the residents were involved and demonstrated how to keep their
mouth clean and teeth shinning.
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Art Therapy Session:
Art activities are a great way for kids of all ages to express
themselves creatively. We have loads of art ideas for kids that
are easy to do and will keep them busy and showcase their
inner world through art.

Occupational Therapy Session:
Occupational therapists help with barriers that affect a
person's emotional, social, and physical needs. To do this,
they use everyday activities, exercises, and other therapies.

May 2021

Labor Day Social Media Post:
Salute to all the hardworking health workers who are
working tirelessly to save our nation from COVID 19.
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Eid Wises on Social Media:
Dar ul Sukun family wishes everyone a happy Eid
Mubarak!
Stay safe and stay close to your loved ones on this
special occasion. Don't forget to follow the SOPS.
#DarulSukun #CenterOfPeace #Love #EidMubarak
#StaySafe #StayHome

Sensory Integration Therapy:
To rehabilitate the children with disabilities
and activate their fine motor skills and
outdoor barefoot walk was conducted via
rehab staff, it brings the sensations and
connects the child with their environment
better.
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June 2021
In-house awareness session on women’s health:
An in-house awareness session was
conducted for the residents of Dar ul
Sukun Rashidabad campus to
emphasize on the importance of
health in women and how to care
one own self age appropriately. The
speaker aware the audience the
importance of right diet, hygiene
and daily healthy choices that could lead women to healthy life.
Art Therapy for Elderly:
Therapeutic art experiences can supply meaning and
purpose to the lives of older adults in supportive.
research shows that making art can improve cognitive
functions by producing both new neural pathways and
thicker, stronger dendrites, therefore, an art therapy
session was conducted for the older residents of DUS
Rashidabad.
Music Therapy:
Music Therapy is an established healthcare profession
that uses music to address physical, emotional,
cognitive, and social needs of individuals of all ages.
Music therapy improves the quality of life for persons
who are well and meets the needs of children and
adults with disabilities or illnesses. Music therapy
interventions can be designed to: promote wellness
manage stress alleviate pain express feelings enhance memory improve communication
promote physical rehabilitation.
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New Initiatives by Dar ul Sukun
Expansion of service horizon to spill over the mission of Dar ul Sukun
Status of Construction work for the Centre of Protection & Rehabilitation of
PWDs in Lahore
The construction of the new
building for the Centre of
Protection & Rehabilitation of
Persons with Disabilities in Lahore
is at the stage of pouring of roof of
first floor. Team Dar ul Sukun is
raising funds at several forums
through different activities.
Status of Construction work for the Centre of Protection & Rehabilitation of PWDs in
Swabi
The construction of the new building for the Centre of Protection & Rehabilitation of Persons
with Disabilities in Swabi is at the stage of pouring of rafting and columns. Team Dar ul Sukun
is raising funds at several forums through different activities. We intend to launch a social
media campaign as well for the fund raising.

Dar ul Sukun Rehabilitation Centre Karachi Highway
An individual donor has donated land to Dar ul Sukun
where the city is expanding i.e. in between Bahria Town
& DHA. Dar ul Sukun is going to establish a purpose
build state of the art Rehabilitation Centre for Children
with profound disabilities. Government of Sindh has
also joined hands with Dar ul Sukun to support with
funds so that this Centre could be constructed on international set standards.
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Dar ul Sukun’s Sindh Disability Reform Program (SDRP) in all 29 districts of
Sindh
Dar ul Sukun’s SDRP is in Phase 1 where Data Analysis/
Data Mapping is being done with the help of local DPOs
and CBOs, this phase will last for 4 months approximately
in which below mentioned targets will be met.

Identification and selection of target districts

DPOs/Staff hired and trained

Disability baseline data collection and analyze.

Data mapping for matching fields from one
database to another

Local level sensitization events organized in one
model district
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